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We offer a full-spectrum of 
Securitas Protective Services. 
We are committed to providing 
comprehensive solutions for our 
clients to help safeguard people, 
property and assets. 
Securitas understands your need to 
manage costs without compromising 
security. That’s why we’ve developed 
a multi-dimensional approach. This 
innovative solution, a combination of 
On-site Guarding, Remote Guarding, 
Mobile Guarding and Technology, 
provides the most efficient, cost-
effective answer for your security 
requirements.

To assist in providing a seamless 
transition, Securitas offers a single 
point of contact for your complete 
security solution. 
Our goal is to establish the industry 
standard and continually raise the 
bar so that every employee, service 
and product we offer to our clients 
surpasses that quality standard. 
We hope you’ll reach out soon, so 
that we may start building a lasting 
partnership for your security needs. 

Greg Anderson
Pacific Region President
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Securitas features  

Integrating  
Guarding
Custom-combined services that best fit your situation
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Electronic Security

Mobile GuardingOn-site Guarding

Remote Guarding

We know that every business environment has different 
security needs, which is why we have leveraged our 
knowledge and expertise to develop a variety of guarding 
functions to meet any client’s requirements. After performing 
an Operational Analysis of your site, we will recommend the 
services that best fit your situation. 
We feature Integrated Guarding, combining Securitas 
Guarding Services with Technology to provide custom 
comprehensive solutions. 
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Securitas features  

On-Site  
Guarding
Custom-combined services that best fit your situation
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On-site Guarding

As a client-focused organization, Securitas devotes 
extensive time and resources to hiring, training, 
developing and retaining our officers to achieve a  
level of service that meets the client’s security needs. 

Convey trust and confidence
Our extensive pre-employment screening and 
selection procedures verify each job candidate’s 
background and assess a variety of personal qualities, 
including trustworthiness, honesty and integrity.

Possess a professional demeanor
Because our security officers represent our clients,  
as well as our company, we strive to make certain that 
every security officer acts professionally at all times.

Utilize innovative technology
Our officers integrate cutting-edge technology for 
comprehensive security coverage.

SecuritasVision
SecuritasVision helps enhance security officer 
performance as well as daily operational functions, 
leading to increased quality of overall security.
SecuritasVision is a powerful smart phone platform that 
helps to ensure the integrity of each shift and improve 
the flow of information. It helps  to ensure consistency 
of reporting and increases efficiency. Clients can access 
reports via SecuritasConnect®, and can easily obtain 
historical data. 

The Key Benefits of SecuritasVision
• SecuritasConnect® - Clients can monitor security 

performance, reports, post orders and more from 
any location, at any time

• Real-time exceptions
• Both on-line and off-line capabilities
• Officer post confirmation and emergency calls
• Incident and exception alerts via mobile text 

messages and/or email
• Trend analysis and development of proactive 

procedures based on real data
• Real-time incident and daily activity reporting
• Customized smart-tours with NFC technology
• Multi-site deployment
• An efficient, user-friendly interface
• Step-by-step guidance resulting in fewer mistakes, 

therefore reducing liability
• GPS – officer location, device tracking, geo-fencing 

and incident location with officer panic button
• Encrypted and secure information
• Asset tracking for inventory and safety compliance
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Securitas features  

Mobile 
Guarding
Custom-combined services that best fit your situation
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Mobile Guarding

Using Securitas branded vehicles, our mobile security 
officers patrol multiple customer sites within a 
designated geographic area. They can quickly respond 
to alarms, escort employees and open/close premises.
Mobile Guarding services include

• Patrol Inspections
• Alarm & Emergency Response
• Employee Security Escorts
• ATM Skimming Inspections

Mitigate risk, secure property
Don’t wait for something to happen; preventative 
patrol inspections are proactive security measures to 
deter theft, vandalism and other crime. Mobile Patrol 
Inspections are a money-saving solution that allow 
security officers to check in on your property at random 
yet regimented times. Local Securitas management 
will work with you on-site to develop customized 
procedures and determine the best patrol time frame 
and frequency for your property. All inspections are 
performed by highly trained, licensed patrol officers 
operating a marked Securitas patrol vehicle.

Typical duties performed during inspections
• Interior/Exterior inspections
• Locking/unlocking of premises
• Lone worker checks

Specialty duties performed during inspections
• ATM anti-skimming inspections
• Temperature checks
• Lighting inspections
• Equipment adjustments
• Real-time Reporting

Securitas Mobile Guarding provides real-time, 
web-based reporting of all services including patrol 
inspections, alarm response and employee escorts. 
Once service is complete all information is client 
accessible through a secure Online portal.

The Largest Mobile Security Footprint in North America
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Securitas features  

Remote  
Guarding
Custom-combined services that best fit your situation
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Remote Guarding

When you have Remote Guarding managed by 
Securitas, incidents are acted upon in real-time 
and trouble can be deterred before it happens. The 
combination of smart technology and our security 
expertise creates unprecedented efficiency to help 
protect your facility 24/7.
Remote Guarding services include: Alarm Verification, 
Employee Escort, Entry Exit Management, Remote 
Patrol, and Perimeter Protection

A modern way to patrol your premises
Remote Patrol provides a proactive security presence 
with additional oversight of your facility’s sensitive 
areas to assist with safety and security requirements.
Video-based patrols provide additional support to 
local security teams through increased surveillance 
of your facility’s critical areas. Patrols can be tailored 
to specific needs through inspection and recording of 
key details, making announcements as necessary, and 
escalating to the proper authority when appropriate. 
Our Remote Guarding officers can conduct patrols 
once or multiple times per night. By logging into 
the camera network, they are able to conduct a full 
exterior or interior patrol.

Advantages of Remote Patrol
• Proactive inspection of your property in key 

areas provides increased oversight, safety, and 
compliance with company policies and procedures

• Increased efficiency and productivity of your 
security program by performing peripheral tasks 
and allowing your on-site security officers to focus 
on critical duties requiring a local presence

• Scalable solutions can be routinely delivered across 
multiple locations or for elevated risk scenarios

• Part of comprehensive Protective Services

How Remote Patrol Works
• Expert consultative design optimizes service
• Video surveillance system connects to the 24/7 

Securitas Operation Center
• Based on a per-determined schedule programmed 

into the Remote Guarding platform, highly trained 
security professionals remotely connect to live 
video to perform an in-depth patrol of your facility

• Specific details can be recorded as needed
• Response can include client-tailored audio for real-

time intervention
•  Events are documented and auditable, should the 

need arise
•  Open platforms allow existing equipment to be 

utilized with cutting-edge technology

Traditional guarding functions, now performed remotely
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Securitas features  

Technology
Custom-combined services that best fit your situation
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Electronic Security

As part of our protective services portfolio, Securitas 
provides industry-leading electronic security programs 
on either a stand-alone basis or seamlessly combined 
with integrated guarding options managed via a single 
point of contact.

Guard-Controlled Remote Door
Multiple entrances or gates usually means multiple on-
site officers per shift, or it requires officers to leave one 
post to staff another. Instead, a remote door intercom 
can be installed to allow one officer to process visitor 
entrances at multiple doors simultaneously.

SOC-Remote Entry
Some locations have a heavily reduced volume of 
visitors after hours or on weekends. Full time Securitas 
Officer coverage may be overkill and expensive during 
these off-hours. Instead, a remote door intercom 
can be installed to allow Securitas Remote Guarding 
Officers to process visitor entrances from our Security 
Operations Center.

Analytics + Talk-down
The Analytics with Talk-Down is a proactive solution 
that allows for an On-site or Remote Guarding Officer 
to be alerted to activity in a defined area.

Burglar Alarm Panic Button
This solution is strait forward: A panic button is wired 
into an alarm panel and when the button is activated, 
police and or Securitas Officers are dispatched. We 
often see this solution deployed in scenarios when a 
Securitas Officer is at the client site alone.

Surveillance Panic Button
This solution is strait forward: A panic button is wired 
into a surveillance system and when the button is 
activated, Securitas Remote Guarding Officer logs into 
the system to view the cameras and follow SOPs.

Beam Sensor
The perimeter bean sensor system is a proactive 
solution that allows for an on-site or Remote Guarding 
Officer to be alerted when an object crosses a 
predefined zone.

Guard-Enhancing  Camera System
A small, targeted camera system can be provided to 
enhance the abilities of an On-site Officer.

One source, multiple services
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Protective Services

Security Forecasting
With the goal of detecting and acting on crime before it 
happens, and through the increasing use of intelligent, 
automated actions for a wide variety of situations, 
forecasted security will provide a quantum leap in 
client protection and confidence. Securitas’ leadership 
is underscored by our unparalleled ability to gather, 
analyze and utilize large volumes of data from a variety 
of sources, including smart camera systems, sensors, 
robots, radar systems and drones.

   Key Benefits of Forecasted Security
• Advanced analytics allows your local Securitas 

District Manager to develop and share deep insight 
on your facility’s security position

• Incident-based analysis delivers more definitive 
recommendations in maximizing the effectiveness 
and efficiency of your security operation

• The value of these insights is further amplified by 
comparing site position with statistics and trends in 
your geographical area and vertical market

Moving from Reactive to Proactive
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